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About This Content

The history of the Albatros D.III started in the spring of 1916 when the Imperial German Air Force ordered several factories to
design a new single seater biplane capable of competing with the new Allied designs in order to gain air superiority over the

Western Front. New aircraft were desperately needed and Albatros presented the Albatros D.I. powered by the 160HP
Mercedes D.III inline engine and heavily armed with twin Spandau machine guns. The Albatros quickly earned the reputation of

a very good scout. Subsequently, Albatros Werke soon released another version, the Albatros D.II, which had a smaller gap
between the upper and lower wing.

In the autumn of 1916, Oesterreichische Flugzeugfabrik AG (Oeffag) obtained a licence to start manufacturing these fighters.
The Oeffag D.II’s and D.III’s appeared on the Italian Front in June 1917 after being certified by the Fliegerarsenal only a month

before. Peak service was in November 1917, with 446 D.IIIs on the Western Front.

The Bauart 253 (Series 253) was introduced in May 1918. There were 230 aircraft ordered, but only 201 were delivered before
the Armistice. The Oeffag Ba.253 was the final version of the successful series. It was said to be the best Austro-Hungarian

fighter aircraft of the time, boasting a reasonable level speed close to 200 kph (120mph) as well as an impressive climb ratio.
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The Oef Ba.253 could reach 5000 meters in 20 minutes, while the 153 series reached the same in 3. Sadly, no Oeffag-built
Albatros survived to the present times, however two Oeffag Ba.253 replicas have been constructed which use many original

parts, such as gauges and Austro-Daimler engines.

Features

High resolution textures

High quality, naturally animated pilot figure

3D gauges

Six historical paint schemes

Detailed manual

All the cockpit instruments are clickable

Separate pop-up panel which enables wheel chocks and engine cover which keeps the engine from overcooling in cold
weather.
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Came for the "Story". Stayed because the game has actual story. I was surprised too.. All in all an excellent route that I very
much enjoyed playing, thx DTG. It's rare for me to complete all career scenarios for a route, but got much pleasure driving all
10 over just a couple of days; which says it all! :) The included rolling stock is IMHO generous and a distinct improvement on
previous versions of same locos, especially the supplied ICE 3. The route comprises a nice mix of a super fast Inter City line,
together with a slower more winding line for local stop-start commuter traffic and freight runs. The huge Mannheim yard offers
ample potential opportunity for creating some very involved freight scenarios. Surely one of the best German routes for the
game!. While a creative combination Klang's two components (platforming and rhythm games) are sometimes at odds. When it
works well it's a frenetic combination with appealing visuals and an aural delight, but the soundtrack can make reading a strong
rhythm difficult, filtering visual input can be a real pain with the intense trippy visuals, and at its worst Klang feels like trying to
simultaneously play two very different games at the same time, rather than a seamless fusion. Especially when an option to help
you recover and not be punished MORE for faltering once is turned off by default. Also, don't expect a story to match the fun
tunes, interesting character design and visual polish. It's an interesting ride, but hardly worth mentioning there even is a premise.

If the concept of the combination has you intrigued, check this one out, but I'd recommend considering turning on "Reflex
mode" (slow mo when you miss a 'klang' - the game's DDR arrow projectiles) and actually give "casual" difficulty a second
thought if you're not confident in both your platforming and rhythm game skills. I beat the game on normal in an evening, (~3.6
hours) but the challenging bits felt more frustrating than a rewarding challenge to overcome, and the post-story challenges were
demoralizing without dropping to casual. Again, having Reflex mode on lessened this effect, since it provides a sorely needed
recovery mechanism, rather than failure leading to several consequences that made missing the next action more likely.

An imperfect execution, but a marvelous idea and a neat new genre fusion none the less.. It's a good simple,quick game..
DosBox hasn't been setup to run this game particularly well. Games goes slow after a while.. I love this game , it is actually
evolution to the old fps games , i liked also the music i think it fits perfectly with the game. Can you tell us when approximately
the second part will be released?. Cons: - Level \/ Map Design: Level design of this game is one of the worst I have ever
experienced. Throughout the game I was stuck in multiple places because I wasnt able to find the way I was supposed
to. First part of the game is designed "pretty well" but as you progress it only gets worse. Game becomes one big maze
and you spend way too much time going back the way you came because you found another dead end. Its not that much
of a big deal but since it happens so frequently it makes game really frustrating.

 - Quests: Quests are another big flaw of this game, if you do only the main quests you will finish this game in about
3-4 hours maybe even less which is really low considering the game costs 20\u20ac when its not on sale, so to increase
your playtime you might want to do some side quests which arent really that good anyway. All side quests are basically
2 different quests 1. Clear area 2. Bring an item(s) to someone and if that's not enough every single quest makes you go
across entire map just to make your playtime longer the cheapest way possible.

Good example of a quest in this game: Talk to someone, walk across entire map just to find out the thing isnt there, go
to another location also located on the other side of the map, take the thing and bring it back to the other side of the
map. Yeah its good it only happens in side quests right? Wrong cause lots of main quests are also made like this.
Remember when I said it takes about 3-4 hours to finish this game? Scratch that and add another 10 hours worth of
gameplay spent entirely only on walking from point A to point B.

 Bullet sponge: Every single "boss" in the game is basically just a bulletsponge which kills you in 2-3 hits and is also
swarmed by regular zombies

 Game feels like it was rushed : Animations arent that good, And voice acting makes this game look like a joke.

Like seriously you can buy Dead Island for the same price and get a 1000x better experience than this. Like the only
possible pros I can think of could possibly be story which could be interesting if only the game didnt ruin it with
ridiculous animations and voice acting. Also graphics arent that bad but considering this is a "DEFINITIVE Edition"
they could've done a better job.

Summary: Not worth 20\u20ac wait for a sale, you cant really complain if you got this game for 5\u20ac but this game
really isnt worth 20\u20ac. Game feels like it was rushed and devs only paid attention to "how to slow the player as
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much as possible".

Also if you have a friend to play with scratch everything above, cause every piece of garbage can be fun with friends.
interesting (albeit really complex) plot
+ good-ish visuals, especially the interiors
+ excellent music
+ fairly player-friendly UI
+ I liked questioning witnesses and finding clues

- some puzzles are timed
- quite difficult quizzes at the end of each day (had to use UHS-hints for all of them)
- a boatload of characters, easy to mix them up
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can't finish any other route cause Nene is just too cute and I always end up in her route. please send help

also 11/10 Nene best girl. This game is no gem of the Painkiller Series, it is more or less one of the games that could probably
rightfully be called a lemon.

Given there are some things that are good, the game itself isn't - it is a repetition of the original game just with much larger
Levels - the first level is huge, as are most of the other levels, and this is causing one of the problems of this game. The loading
time also is very "huge" - sometimes you wait for what seems an eternity just to start the level, reloading also takes a lot of time
when you die during the level.

The graphics are as they were in the original Painkiller, but there is not much new about this episode regarding the graphics. The
level design is what might also be a great drawback, you are left alone and you will fail - a lot of times just by walking off in the
wrong direction or because the level was designed to make the player suffer. A good example is the spiral staircase in the
cathedral, another one the chaotic layout of the valley, were you suddenly can't stop a skid and fall into your death. But there are
even worse design errors - like the sparsely added new demons and monsters. Off course the huge levels are looking good, but
the design errors are unforgiving and regretfully also unforgivable.

The story starts out nice, in comic style you are told why you are cast into "hell" - but then the game starts and you realize, "Oh,
it still is purgatory... Bummer!". It had a lot of potential, which is regretfully left unused. I know some people who love the
game as a multiplayer game - but it still is bugging around a lot, and furthermore - the loading time is taking again away a lot of
fun for this game.

Graphics: 7\/10 (some options have to be customized, especially on some newer cards)
Sound: 6\/10 (mostly the old soundtrack, with time it becomes enervating)
Playability: 4\/10 (This is representing also the loading time and the design errors which can be a mess)
Story: 5\/10 (since this game isn't really making a lot out of the backdrop of the story)
Value: 3\/10 (Even at 9,99 it's too expensive since it isn't living up to the potential - wait till it gets cheap, real cheap)

Overall: 5\/10 (This average is a representing my own opinion, the game isn't the best in the painkiller series and as such you
could decide if you require it or if you pass and try playing the other games).. Damnation needed more time, and it shows.

Several little but important bits are missing, such as an hit confirmation visual effect (as it is now, an enemy hit by a projectile
doesn't even flinch, nor does blood or anything show that you've hit him) or bullets sprites (the machinegun suffers greatly from
this. From the sound looks like you're firing a minigun, but just a couple of shots every 2-4 seconds get out of it).

The voice acting is performed by seemingly soulless automatons, who can't bring life to a line even in the most desperate
situations. Not that the script in itself is brilliant, mind you - too often the sentences of the various characters seemed disjointed
and out of context.

The music is forgettable at best, while the textures are really hideous. The animations are maybe the only reedeming quality of
this game, along the climbing sections a-la Assassin's Creed.

The game also tries a shot at good ol' camp, but failing completely. The lines and the story are delivered with a terrible pace and
emotionlessly.

For 10 bucks you can really choose a better game to entertain you with.. Complicated controls imo. Holding one button down
and another and aiming to pickup health which is rare and non stop rolling. Not sure why it wasn't made to just walk over the
floating skulls to collect.

When you die - you lose all your ammo so you have to "punch things - so if you are on a boss - easier to start all over just to get
some ammo \/ power ups.. Does this Map have "Medicinal MJ" Stores? i can picture 47 Smoking a Doob.. but that's another
game altogether.. Old Mc.Donald had a farm, HAD!. nope, they just erase your whole game data.. It is short.
The gameplay is text-based puzzle solving.
It is confusing, and in the end seems to ask more questions than it answers.
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If you are still undeterred, I highly recommend you buy this brilliant game. Its writing manages to evoke a unique and often
unsettling lore and setting, and it poses questions with an intelligence I have scarcely seen in videogames as a whole. It is creepy,
atmospheric, often surreal, and yet made me laugh multiple times. Do yourself a favour and pick this one up. Maybe don't even
play it immediately. Forget about it, leave it for yourself to stumble across later on. You wont regret it.
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